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Introduction: to sub-contract logistics
Europe is a huge growth potential for companies with an international focus. The European
Union counts 27 member states, with about 500 million residents with relatively high means
of purchasing. Europe is one of the biggest consumer markets in the world. You want your
company to enter Europe and you are looking for a reliable partner for your logistics. Make a
strategical choice: select a logistics company based in the Netherlands.
The Netherlands provides a strategic location to serve markets within Europe, the Middle
East and Africa. Many international companies use The Netherlands as location for their
European supply chain operations; as point of entry into the EU market for intercontinental
freight by sea and air, or as location for central-, bulk- or regional distribution centers.
Give logistics the attention it deserves and spend your time on the c ore business
of your company!

Advantages the Netherlands
The Netherlands is well-known for its expertise in the international trade and excellent
transport and logistics. Therefore, the Netherlands is the logistical entry port to the European
market. Many international companies use Dutch partners to distribute their goods in Europe.





Central location to European market
Excellent ports and airports
Extensive infrastructure
Favorable Tax Environment

Central location to European market
The Netherlands is the logistics gateway to the European market. It is located in the heart of
Europe’s largest consumer markets, amidst the metropolitan areas of London, Paris,
Amsterdam and Brussels, and at a stone’s throw distance from major e-commerce markets
such as UK, Germany and France. These countries are respectively on place 3, 5 and 6 of
the top-10 largest e-commerce countries worldwide.
Due to its well-developed infrastructure, and the large supply of transportation services, The
Netherlands offers excellent connections to all these markets via every mode of transport
available. This makes The Netherlands ideal for serving your European customers. From
The Netherlands your company can reach clients in the major European markets within 24
hours, using an express service, or within days, using a more economical groupage transport
network.
Excellent ports and airports
There are 15 seaports in the Netherlands with regular international connections, including
one of the two main European ports: Rotterdam. There are four international airports, the
most important: Amsterdam Airport Schiphol.
Extensive infrastructure
135,470 km roads, of which 2,360 km highways. There are almost no toll roads, and the
speed limit is 120 or 130 km/hour on the highways. 2,809 km railways, of which more than
two-thirds is electrified. Moreover, there are 5,046 km waterways, of which over 75% are
canals.

Favorable Tax Environment
Another reason why many companies choose the Netherlands as a location for their
European logistics is that the Dutch Customs authorities are well known for their practical
and pro-active approach towards facilitating international trade and customs procedures.
The Dutch Customs offers a special service to international companies that are interested in
the Netherlands as location for their European supply chain operations.
 Proactive attitude of customs authorities
 Experienced and specialized Customs and Tax officers
 No actual payment of VAT
Since international trade contributes significantly to the Dutch economy, the government
works hard to maintain an attractive business climate for companies operating on an
international level. It aims to facilitate business activities via the Netherlands through
cooperation and flexibility, as well as streamlined and efficient customs procedures, making
the Netherlands an ideal location for pan-European supply chain activities.
The Dutch Customs Department understands that in supply chain management timing is
everything. Therefore, in order to speed up the process and to avoid unnecessary delays,
customs procedures are nowadays computerized. In order to accelerate the selection and
inspection process, pre-arrival information is supplied electronically to the Customs
Department, before arrival of a shipment in the EU. This way, Customs can inform the parties
involved, at the earliest possible stage, if a consignment will be checked upon arrival.
In contrast to most other EU member states, the Netherlands has a system that provides for
the deferment of VAT at the time of import. Instead of paying VAT when the goods are
imported into free circulation within the EU, the payment can be deferred to a periodic VAT
return. Under this system, the VAT at import should be declared but the amount can be
deducted on the same return. The bottom line is that there is no actual payment of VAT at
import, so that companies can realize cash-flow and interest earning benefits.

Logistics from Rijen
TLogistics is established in Rijen, near Tilburg. An excellent location in the heart of Europe’s
largest consumer markets and at a stone’s throw distance from other major markets.
TLogistics is one of the few LSP’s located in the very heart of the Benelux only 100 miles
from the two main European ports, Rotterdam and Antwerp. Also close to international
airports in Amsterdam, Brussels and Düsseldorf. It is safe to say that we are well positioned
in the logistics hotspot of The Netherlands which will allow a huge amount of flexibility with
regards to staff and footprint!

Location Rijen






Warehouse with 3,00 square meters / 32,000 sq ft
Suitable for small to average size companies
BORG 4 security level
Conditioned areas with controlled temperature
Separate areas for Value Added Logistics (VAL) such as wrapping, packaging or
bundling, labeling or pricing and re-conditioning.

Select TLogistics
Europe is complicated. But TLogistics provides order. We are very familiar with the logistical
possibilities within the continent and take care of your complete logistics with a no-nonsense
attitude. Due to our knowledge, expertise and experience your company will be ready in no
time to reach customers within the whole of Europe and outside it.
Many international companies struggle to find a logistics service provider that matched their
culture and that has knowledge of the logistics service provision with Europe at the highest
level. TLogistics has been the logistics service provider you are looking. We offer customized
solutions and provide you with expert advice. TLogistics is your fulfilment specialist. We take
care of the logistics process from A to Z and we have set up this process based on speed,
efficiency and your requirements. Both business-to-consumer (B2C) as business-to-business
(B2B) shipments are in safe hands with us. From our organized warehouse we provide
service to your (global) market, both B2B as B2C.
We are your logistical one stop shop in Europa!

Quality is not necessarily expensive
The main focus of TLogistics is the supply of high quality logistics solutions against
competitive tariffs. Quality is not necessarily expensive. Moreover: because of our contacts
with leading pallet carriers you will benefit from our cheap tariffs and you will no longer have
your own storage charges.
At TLogistics we do not make matters more difficult and you can rely on a personal and
professional processing of your logistic processes. Operational result counts. From receipt to
shipment: your logistics processes are in safe hands with our enthusiastic team. You can rely
on us that your package is wrapped carefully and the correct products are neatly packed. As
we manually pack each order, we can provide your products with your personal touch.

Fiscal Rep BV
If you want to import goods to the Netherlands, sell these here or if you want to export
products to non EU-countries, a fiscal representative from Fiscal Rep BV will take care of
much of the work for you.
Your




fiscal representative organizes for you
The VAT declaration, including the payment of the VAT and refund requests
The declaration of intra-community performances for supplies and services
The statistical declaration to the ‘Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek’ (Central Registry
Office for Statistics)
 To apply reverse charge procedure on imports (fiscal representative is obliged)

With the reverse charge procedure, you can suspend the VAT at import till the VAT
declaration. The VAT at import does not have to be paid when importing the goods. The VAT
at import will be paid administratively on the VAT declaration and the deduction will be
settled as pretax. As a foreign entrepreneur you are not able to get such a suspension
license and therefore you should appoint a fiscal representative.
Fiscal Rep B.V. specializes in developing VAT, customs and administrative solutions for
companies who trade or want to trade in the EU and require a proper and compliant setup of
their logistical processes relating to EU customs and VAT. Fiscal Rep BV was founded in
June 2010. The founders have a combined experience of more than 30 years in handling
logistics, customs and VAT matters in the EU. Fiscal Rep B.V. therefore has a strong
background in customs and VAT Compliance.
The cooperation between TLogistics and Fiscal Rep has been very successful from the
beginning in 2012. All of the TLogistics customers that require Fiscal Representation are
being represented by Fiscal Rep and over the years we have been able to seamlessly
integrate our processes so you as a customer will hardly notice that you are actually dealing
with two different companies.

IT-System
TLogistics is not just a logistics service provider. Because of our advanced system we offer
you crucial system solutions, such as a complete ‘end-to-end’ traceability of your orders and
products. You can rely on accurate stock and order management. Supported by our
professional and user-friendly system we control the complex processed of the current (web
shop) logistics and we offer you real-time insight into your product stock.

One stop shop
TLogistics is capable to take over the complete logistics process of your company. We take
care of the transport from your supplier and we receive the shipment, we check all these for
relevant specifications and ensure for storage in our organized warehouse. Our expert
employees will manually pack each order. Subsequently the package is delivered to your
customer through the most appropriate carrier. All services regarding the delivery, such as
repeat offering, will be carried out by us. This also applies for return shipments and reconditioning of products. Apart from storage and order fulfilment, TLogistics is also the right
address for the shipment of a parcel, pallet or container within or outside Europe.
We are your service provider for all your logistical wishes an d requirements.

Branches and references
Branches
TLogistics is specialized in fulfilment. We aim ourselves on the following sectors, among
others:
 Technology | Consumer electronics
 Media products
 Beauty | Health Care
 Fashion & Apparel | Accessories
 Lifestyle products
References
A few examples of the reactions of our satisfied customers:
1. Princess Sportsgear is specialized in a large scale of hockey articles. Top athletes
use our articles so we also want top athletes for our logistics. ‘No excuse not to
perform’, that is what TLogistics provides to us!
2. The Sphero of Orbotix should be treated safely and carefully. TLogistics guarantees
the safety and we can rely on the carefulness of the employees.
3. Beauty is not just a quality product at JohnBeerens.com, it is an experience:
‘Delivering Beauty’. We do this together with TLogistics.
4. At Ikari we compare producing creams with cooking: only the best ingredients provide
the best result. That also applies for our logistics process: TLogistics provides the
best result!
5. Beauty is power, that is what we believe at Amazon Beauty. That also applies for the
logistics, therefore we have selected TLogistics.
6. The models of Happyskirtt are named after icons Kelly, Hepburn and Monroe. They
represent, just as we, style, charism and quality. TLogistics treats our icons as they
are supposed to be treated.
7. The timeless products of House in Style are made of honest, pure and natural
materials. Quality is what we stand for. Therefore, we selected TLogistics.
8. Interior perfumes with the smallest possible ecological footprint, that is the purpose of
EnviroScent. Our commitment goes further than our products and smells; we improve
our packaging and the logistics process. TLogistics understands our vision.
9. With a unique, rotating movement the RollerSurfer will take you forwards. Thanks to
TLogistics our logistics are also run smoothly.

